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Subject Code : B1201/R10       (2012-13 Batch)      
I B.Pharmacy II Semester Supplementary Examinations Feb. - 2015 

 ENGLISH – II 
           Time: 3 hours                                                                    Max. Marks : 75 

Answer any FIVE Questions  

All Questions carry equal marks       
* * * * * 

1.(a)  What according to Abdul Kalam are the factors that constitute a knowledge society?   

   (b)  Write the antonyms. 

(i) order      (ii) glee        (iii) enemy       (iv) prejudice   (v) concrete                     

[10+5] 

2.(a)  Explain L.A Hills views about good and perfect reading in the lesson ‘Principles of Good 

writing’. Explain the role of reading in making a writer successful.  

   (b)  Supply the quantifiers. (some, much, anything, nothing, any, all, a lot of, many, enough) 

(i)   I want ----------- milk to make tea. 

(ii)  He took ------ pains to save the victims.. 

(iii) He did ----------- but he was scolded by the teacher.. 

(iv) He bought ----------- rice for the family. 

(v)  ------------ people gathered near the museum. 

[10+5] 

3.(a)  Justify Russell’s statement that world is full of conflicts. What is his advice to the world 

nations?    

   (b)  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunctions 

(i)    ------------- it is difficult, he solved the problem. 

(ii)  I was not hungry --------------- I didn’t go home for lunch. 

(iii) I enquired ----------- he is coming. 

(iv) The boy had finished his home work---------- and went out to play. 

(v)  He is rich ------------ selfish. 

[10+5] 

4.(a)  ‘Narrate Orwell’s experience in “ Shooting an elephant.’ How does he describe his 

feelings before he take a decision to shoot the Elephant?  

   (b)  Correct the following sentences. 

(i)   Either of the sisters are good at singing. 

(ii)  He described about his experience. 

(iii) The children like sweets. 

(iv) It is raining since morning . 

(v)  Nisha is belonging to Kerala. 

[10+5] 

5.(a)  What is meant by self motivation? How does it help a person to get the desired result?   

   (b)  Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions. 

(i)   The boy cut the fruit ------------- a knife.. 

(ii)  The snake crept -------------- the garden. 

(iii) Smith lives ------------- 203,Tilak street. 

(iv) The lion jumped ---------- the deer. 

(v)  He reaches the shore ------ boat. 

[10+5] 
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6.(a)  Write a sales report to the Managing Director, Del Pharmacy about introducing new 

products to meet the market competition. Give suggestions to improve the sales the need 

offer incentives to the customers.. You are the sales supervisor of the company. 

   (b)  Read the passage and answer the questions.  

Freud traces all art to the fantasies, that is, the day –dreams or waking wish 

fulfillments of the artist. The artist wants honour , power, riches, fame and love of 

women, but being unable to get these in the real world he has to do the best he can by 

imagining or pretending that he has got them. So far he doesn’t differ from the rest of us. 

What makes him an artist is the curious faculty he possesses of elaborating his day-

dreams so that they lose that personal note which grates upon strange years, and become 

enjoyable for others? As we others also like a good wish fulfillment dream, we are now 

ready to pay for the privilege of sharing his. Thus, for the artist, as Freud says, there is a 

path through fantasy back to reality, by publishing his mere dreams of honour, power, 

riches, fame and the love of women: he acquires honour, power, riches, fame and the love 

of women in reality. 

(i)    What does Freud say about the artist? 

(ii)  Why do artists imagine and dream of? 

(iii) Explain how the artist is different from us. 

(iv) What is the path through fantasy back to reality? 

(v)  How does the artist get his dreams fulfilled? 

[10+5] 

7.(a)  Make a presentation with 5 to 6 slides on ‘Indian cinema’. 

   (b)  Fill in the blanks with suitable articles. 

(i)   The children found---------- egg in the basket. 

(ii)  ----------- Ramayana is a great epic. 

(iii) Hari  is ------------ cleverest of all 

(iv) This is -------------  big university. 

(v)  It is ---------- untidy place. Don’t go there. 

[10+5] 

8.(a)  Write a letter to the Bank Manager, State Bank of India, requesting him to issue a 

statement of your account. Give the details.  

   (b)  Match the following.  

(i)   domicile    lazy 

(ii) Avaricious              from the beginning  

(iii) ab initio   nativity 

(iv) sluggish                            Abdul  Kalam                                 

(v) Wings of fire  greedy 

[10+5] 
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